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Inspiration
13th Quilt Japan exhibit

The Quilt Nihon (Japan) Exhibition is an international exhibition sponsored by the
Japan Handicraft Instructors’ Association (JHIA). It is the biggest quilting contest
in Japan, and was conceived to promote patchwork and quilting. It has been held
biannually since 1989.
Since the 5th Exhibition, it has become an international contest and one of the most
prestigious. The 13th competition drew 341 quilt entries from 12 countries. Judging
took place in November 2015, and 79 quilts in both traditional and contemporary
categories were selected for display at the Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum. This
traveling exhibition features 35 of these stunning quilts, all by Japanese makers.
The history of JHIA starts in 1964, when Tadanobu Seto founded the Vogue
Handicraft Consulting Association. In order to perpetuate the handcraft culture in
Japan, it was essential to educate highly skilled craftspeople to teach. In 1969, the
organization was accredited by the Minister of Education and Cultural Sports and
changed its name to Japan Handicraft Instructors’ Association. JHIA continues to
educate instructors and promote handicraft activities.
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Guest Designer: Robin Gausebeck
Robin Gausebeck

Robin has been obsessed with quilting for about 14
years, ever since she retired from the world of finance
and accounting. From her first quilt (lovely but very
poorly constructed as she attests) to some awardwinning miniatures, she has tried to explore many
different themes, techniques and ideas. Nearly all of
them use bright saturated colors paired with black or
black-and-white fabrics.
Those of you who are familiar with the National Quilt
Museum’s contest “New Quilts from an Old Favorite”
have probably seen Robin’s entries hanging at the
museum and at the various venues around the country.
Her Orange Peel and 9-Patch quilts were both contest
winners and her Flying Geese quilt is currently touring.
The museum is one of Robin’s favorite places to be; she
has taken a number of workshops from noted quilt
artists there and it is the first place she and her husband
go when they arrive in Paducah. Her miniature quilt,
Dans Les Bains de Maroc, is in the museum’s collection.
Robin’s 9-year-old granddaughter also fell in love with
the museum and attended quilt camp twice; it is a treat
to pass on a love of quilting to another generation.

Robin with Saturday
Night at the Honk-y
Tonk Saloon in
the National Quilt
Museum
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Robin’s Inspiration
Japanese quilt artists are amazing
in the variety of designs and skills
they exhibit in their work. From very
traditional hand-worked quilts with
incredible levels of detail to exceptional
contemporary quilts that explore new
techniques, Japanese quilts inspire
quilters around the world. In designing
my block-of-the-month, I decided to
create an off-center block that would
serve as a blank slate for favorite
techniques or fabrics. This is a block
that has infinite possibilities for fabric
styles and colors and one in which it is
possible to include unique and personal
additions. I have left areas of blank
space that could hold work with bias
strips, appliqué, sashiko stitching, or
interesting quilting designs (see page 9).
> See Sample 1 – Solid Blocks
(page 5)
Foundation piecing is the first quilt
technique I ever attempted and I
believe that it is a very useful one that
can be easily mastered. For my 2 ½"
spaces, I decided to insert foundationpieced log cabins. In keeping with the
theme, I incorporated some Japanese
fabrics along with my favorite pieces of
Cherrywood hand-dyed fabrics.
> See Sample 2 – Log Cabin Blocks
(page 6–7)

Sample block 1

Sample block 2

samples by Robin Gausebeck
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Pattern: Solid Blocks (Sample 1)
• Size: 10.5" x 10.5" (finishes 10" x 10")
• Skills: simple thread embellishment, bias strips
• Supply list:
• 1 fat quarter for the background
• 1 — 7" x 7" square of any fabric for the plain 2.5" components (these could also be
fussy-cut from an interesting print)
• 12" x ½" strips of complementary fabric for decorative bands
• ¼" bias tape maker or your preferred method for making narrow decorative
straight and bias tape
Preparation:
Cut the background fabric as follows:
• 1 – 10.5" x 3"
• 4 – 3" x 1.5"
• 1 – 10.5" x 4.5"
Cut the accent pieces (instead of the log cabins)
• 4 – 3" x 3"
If embellishing with decorative strips, cut fabric ½" wide by 12" long for ¼" finished
strips. Cut on the bias for bendable strips and on straight-of-grain for straight strips.

Alternatives:
Instead of the solid
blocks or log cabins,
you can fussy-cut the fabric
or create any pieced design of
your choice that is 3" x 3"
(2.5" FINISHED SIZE)
and make four of them
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Pattern: Log Cabin Blocks (Sample 2)
• Size: 10.5" x 10.5" (finishes 10" x 10")
• Skills: foundation piecing, simple thread embellishment, bias strips
• Supply list:
• 1 fat quarter for the background
• Assorted scraps of fabric cut in strips at least 4" x 1.5" (I suggest some dark and
some light), 4" square of contrasting fabric for log cabin centers
• 12" x ½" strips of complementary fabric for decorative bands
• Foundation paper such as Carol Doak’s Foundation Paper (lightweight printer
paper also works) or a lightweight leave-in stabilizer such as George Siciliano’s
Foundation Stuff (see template on page 11)
• ¼" bias tape maker or your preferred method for making narrow decorative
straight and bias tape
Preparation:
Cut the background fabric as follows:
• 1 – 10.5" x 3"
• 4 – 3" x 1.5"
• 1 – 10.5" x 4.5"
Assemble a variety of fabrics, both lights and darks, cut at least 1.5" x 4" (I always cut
my pieces larger than necessary. They can always be trimmed.)
• Cut four – 1" squares of the contrasting center fabric for the log cabins
If embellishing with decorative strips, cut fabric ½" wide by 12" long for ¼" finished
strips. Cut on the bias for bendable strips and on straight-of-grain for straight strips.
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Pattern: Log Cabin Blocks (Sample 2)
Foundation piecing uses preprinted templates that aid in fabric placement, stitching
accuracy and overall precision in making complex blocks. The log cabin design is a
basic one that is a good introduction to this construction method.
September’s block-of-the-month tutuorial (link below) contains wonderful instructions
for foundation piecing. Just remember these few handy tips:
• You will be sewing from the printed side of the foundation
• You will be arranging your fabric on the BACK side of the foundation
• Your pattern is the reverse of the finished block
• Reduce your stitch length to 1.5-1.8
• Sew pieces in numbered order
Repeat Fold, Trim, Stitch, Press for each
section in the pattern.
1. Print paper tempate at 100% (see page 11),
and make sure that the 1" block is accurate.
2. The numbered side of the paper is the Right
side. Place the Wrong side of fabric piece
1 to the Wrong side of the paper, behind
section 1. Fabric should extend at least ¼"
past the solid lines for seam allowance.
3. FOLD the paper along that line between
sections 1 and 2.
Need Help?
Watch the YouTube tutorial
for September’s BOM pattern
demonstrating Foundation
Paper Piecing.
https://youtu.be/
UuDvrDfA2Q8

4. TRIM any excess fabric ¼" from the folded
edge of the paper.
5. Place fabric piece 2 Right sides together
with fabric piece 1, along trimmed edge.
6. STITCH directly on the solid line between
sections 1 & 2.
7. Open piece 2 and PRESS flat.
8. Repeat steps 3–7 for all remaining sections.
9. Repeat steps 2–8 for remaining 3 blocks.
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Assembly

1. Sew the 3" x 1.5" pieces to one side of each of the four 3" x 3" squares, whether
these are of plain fabric or pre-constructed blocks (red blocks in diagram above).
Press toward the background pieces.
2. Stitch these together to form a 4" x 10.5" rectangle, alternating the placement of the
1.5" wide “spacer.”
3. Sew the 3" x 10.5" and 4.5" x 10.5" pieces to the sides of this rectangle. Press toward
the background pieces.
4. Add embellishments if desired (see page 9).
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Embellishment

Variation 1

Adding embellishments is optional, but
encouraged. Demonstrated variations
include no embellishments (see sample
block 1), decorative stitching (variation
1), straight lines with narrow strips (see
sample block 2), or curved lines with
bias strips (variation 2).
Variation 1: Decorative Stitch
Mark where you want the stitching
to be and choose a thread in a
contrasting color or use variegated
thread. I recommend 30-weight
thread as it creates a bolder
impression. Use any decorative
stitch on your machine or combine
stitches into an interesting pattern.
Variation 2: Appliqué Strips
Mark placement lines and prepare
the strips (see page 10). Place dots
of a fabric-approved glue along the
lines (I like Roxanne’s Glue Baste-It)
to hold it in place before stitching.
Stitch the strips in place using a
narrow zigzag stitch or a blind hem
stitch. Using a narrow decorative
stitch adds a fancier look. These can
also be sewn in place by hand.

Variation 2: Straight

Variation 2: Bias
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Making bias strips
Photo 1

For curved strips, the fabric must be
cut on a 45-degree bias (photo 1).
I recommend using fabric strips cut
from straight-of-grain fabric only if
you want your strips in a straight line.
Using a ¼" bias tape maker

Photo 2

1. Cut fabric ½" wide (photo 2). I
also cut the end of the fabric at
approximately a 45-degree angle.
This helps to guide the end of the
fabric into the tape maker.
2. Feed the strip into the tape maker
and pull out approximately 3/4" of
finished tape.
3. Iron this beginning section well
using an iron set at the appropriate
temperature for your fabric.
4. Gradually extrude more of the
finished strip from the tape maker
and iron as you go (photo 3).

Photo 3

5. You may choose to lightly starch
your strip (and iron it dry) before
using—this can create a crisper strip.

Finished? Fabulous!
When you finish your block,
we encourage you to upload a
picture to the Facebook group.
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National Quilt Museum Updates
December 1 begins the museum’s End of Year Campaign.
All financial donations to the museum made before January
31st will be matched—doubling the impact of your gift! Your
support allows us to keep developing new quilting programs
like the Block of the Month club.

Support

• Donate quiltmuseum.org/matching

Quilt Detail: 68 by Pamela Studstill

New Exhibit
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Contest

“HERstory” opens December 7th, and the quilts in this exhibit
celebrate the amazing things that women have accomplished
since 1920, when American women got the right to vote. If you
live nearby, please join us for a free celebration event for all
ages on Friday, December 7, 2018 from 4:30–6:30 PM.
• Learn More quiltmuseum.org/herstoryevent

Lola Jenkins leads a three-day course on how to create realistic
art quilt portraits. The workshop is held March 14-16, 2019
at the National Quilt Museum in Paducah, KY. Students will
learn how to use fabric values and a variety of techniques to
sew the raw edge portraits including: non-traditional trapunto,
non-traditional thread painting and other concepts and tools.
• Register Now quiltmuseum.org/jenkins
“New Quilts from an Old Favorite” is an international
contest organized by The National Quilt Museum. The 2020
competition is open to quilts that are innovative interpretations
of traditional “Wheel of Fortune” patterns. The orginal quilt
entered for jurying should be recognizable in some way as
related to those patterns. Entry deadline is November 4, 2019.
• Learn More quiltmuseum.org/newquilts

